List of Available “Know Your Rights” (KYR) Materials:

I. Screening Tools for Potential Immigration Relief
   - An important first step if you are undocumented is to determine whether you might be eligible for immigration relief. We recommend consulting with an immigration attorney or a BIA (Board of Immigration Appeals) accredited representative (see section V). You can also use IAN’s Immigrant Interactive Screening Guide to see what your options may be in order to help assess whether you should meet with an immigration attorney or a BIA accredited representative.

II. General KYR (warrant requirements, unlawful search & seizure, right to remain silent, right to contact a lawyer)
   - iAmerica KYR Campaign
   - National Immigration Law Center (NILC) KYR Campaign
   - American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) KYR Campaign
   - United We Dream “Migrawatch” (5 languages)
   - National Lawyers Guild (NLG) “KYR: You Have the Right to Remain Silent” (5 languages)
   - Immigrant Defense Project (IDP) “Know Your Rights with ICE” (15 languages)
   - United Farmworkers (UFW)/Si Se Puede, “Conozca sus Derechos” (Spanish)
   - “AltoTrump - No Te Dejes” KYR Series (English & Spanish)
   - Catholic Legal Immigration Network (CLINIC) KYR Guide
   - Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA) Video on KYR Scenarios

III. Raids Response & Detention (Raids preparedness, community responses post-raid, finding those who are detained, asserting rights while in detention)
   - Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM) Raids Preparedness Checklist
   - NILC “How to be Prepared for an Immigration Raid”
   - National Immigration Project (NIP) of NLG & Detention Watch Network - “I Am in Immigration Detention... What Are My Rights?”
   - IDP ICE Raids Toolkit

IV. Family Plan (Emergency planning, custody arrangements, power of attorney, consulate registration, mixed status families, re-unification, status of DACA)
   - Immigrant Legal Resource Center (ILRC) Family Preparedness Plan (English & Spanish)
   - Women’s Refugee Commission (WRC) Guide to Preventing Family Separation
   - NILC “DACA Q&A After Trump”

V. Finding a Legal Representative
   - Immigration Law Help
   - Immigration Advocates
   - American Immigration Lawyers’ Association (AILA)
   - Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) Accredited Representatives
   - UFW Guide to Finding a Legal Representative
   - National Immigration Project (NIP) of National Lawyers Guild (NLG)

VI. “Sensitive Locations” (Info. and tips for health, educational and religious institutions)
   - ACLU Fact Sheet on Sensitive Locations
   - Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) Sensitive Locations FAQs
VII. “Sanctuary Jurisdictions”, Local Government & Advocacy (Strategies and models for advocating for and establishing safe spaces for immigrants)

- American Immigration Council (AIC) “Sanctuary” Policies: An Overview
- NILC “Understanding Trump’s Executive Order Affecting “Sanctuary” Cities”
- ILRC “Searching for Sanctuary” and “Local Options for Protecting Immigrants”
- EdJustice FAQs on Supporting Immigrant Students
- Demos/LatinoJustice “Protecting Immigrants through Local Democracy” (English & Spanish)